
A leading animal welfare charity has released video 
footage showing the reality of fox hunting foot packs. The 
footage was given to the League Against Cruel Sports 
Scotland anonymously after it was filmed by members of 
fox hunting foot packs. 

The footage includes three clips showing the enjoyment 
hunters get from setting packs of dogs onto foxes for 
nothing other than sport. 

The League has released the footage ahead of the 
full hunting season getting underway next month as a 
reminder that this is not simply about pest control as the 
hunters argue, but about killing foxes for fun. 

Robbie Marsland, Director of the League Against Cruel 
Sports, Scotland said:

“These three incidents are stomach churning evidence, 
provided by the hunts themselves, of the brutality at the 
heart of Scottish fox hunting.

“For years the Countryside Alliance has tried to smear 
the League by saying that our videos of packs of hounds 
chasing foxes are fake. Now we have footage filmed by the 
hunt supporters themselves which completely backs up 
our own films. I don’t know which is worse - the sight of a 
fox being pursued by a pack of fox hounds or the obvious 
enjoyment of those egging the dogs on.” 

Last year the Scottish Government announced plans to 
bring forward a Bill to strengthen the existing law on fox 
hunting. This proposal included measures to reduce the 
number of hounds from a full pack to two but in addition, 
introduce a licensing system to allow hunts to use a full 
pack in exceptional circumstances. These circumstances 
are expected to include foot packs, hunting in rough 
terrain. 

The League claims this footage illustrates why a licensing 
system should not be introduced as it will simply act as a 
loophole for this type of cruelty to continue. 

Robbie Marsland added: 

“These scenes graphically show why the Government is, 
without doubt, right to make it illegal to allow packs of 
hounds in the Scottish countryside. They also reveal that 
foot packs, without mounted riders, appear to be just as 
venal as those on horseback.   

Your help is vital in ensuring that 
Governmental promises of strengthen the 
law are upheld and that the new legislation 
meets the desires of the Scottish people 
who wish to see fox hunting illegal once 
and for all.

Your signature will communicate to the 
Government that the time to ‘really’ ban 
hunting is now.

Sign the petition

Charity releases shocking video 
footage showing reality of fox 
hunting by foot packs

“Now their own footage has emerged, any suggestion that 
licenses could be given to foot packs to use more than two 
dogs is clearly laughable.”

The Scottish Government Bill on fox hunting was among a 
raft of Bills postponed earlier this year due to Covid-19 but 
is expected to be brought forward after the 2021 elections.  

https://takeaction.league.org.uk/page/41379/petition/1

